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1 DESCRIPTION OF TASK
The aim of this task is the initial implementation and testing of eCS (evolvable Cancer Simulator). Also, the software is
documented and uploaded to a public repository at address https://gitlab.abo.fi/evo-nano.
Task1.2 Implementation of the eCS (UWE BRISTOL, M06 – M32): Develop and deliver the implementation of the
executable eCS platform specified in Task 1.1. We will produce new major releases of the eCS every six months and
minor releases every 2-3 months with increased speed and functionality at each release. All releases will be open
source and available on a publicly available software repository (details of the data management will be outlined in
D.5.2).
Subtask 1.2.1: Implementation of the agent-based algorithm for creative evolution (ALICE) (M06 - M032): In
implementing ALICE we will use best practice software engineering. It will be based on the agile software development
methodology and test driven development.
Subtask 1.2.2: Modify source code of PhysiCell to enable simulation of CSC and tumour vasculature and docking of
ALICE to PhysiCell and NanoDoc simulators to obtain eCS (M06 - M032): In this subtask, PhysiCell will be updated and
ALICE, PhysiCell and NanoDoc will be merged together to make eCS.
Subtask 1.2.3: Parallelization of the eCS (M06 - M036): This simulation framework is based on a large set of
independent processes that have different specific behaviours and objectives. Because of the expected number of
agents (from 10^6 to 10^10) and the need for several model runs to account for stochastic outcome variations, the
developed simulation framework must be distributed and heavily rely on parallel processing. The fitness of the problem
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for different parallel programming frameworks (OpenCL, Cuda, openMP. MPI, etc.) will be evaluated taking into
account the computational complexity of the agents, their level of interconnectivity and precedence constraints. Smallscale simulation runs will be evaluated before the deployment to be done in task 1.3.
Roles for task 1.2: UNSPF and UWE BRISTOL (lead partner) will be in charge of implementing ALICE. UNSPF will modify
PhysiCell. UNIVBRIS and UNSPF will jointly merge ALICE, PhysiCell and NanoDoc to produce eCS. AAU will parallelize
eCS.
Task1.3 Operational testing of the eCS (AAU, M08 – M32): Deploy and test the eCS simulator on a large-scale
distributed platform on a set of local and distant high-performance computing (HPC) platforms, including SISU, one of
the top supercomputers in Europe. The scalability of eCS will be evaluated on CPU and GPGPUs based platforms to
identify potential bottlenecks and targets for further optimization. Roles for Task 1.3: AAU (lead partner) will run tests
and together with UNSPF, UNIVBRIS and UWE BRISTOL will analyse results.

1.1 INTRODUCTION
The subject of this deliverable is the presentation of the computer simulation of autonomous creation and
optimization of a set of functionalized NPs and their collective behaviour for a given problem (breast/colon CSC) and
under given constraints (bloodstream flow, endothelial translocation, tumour penetration).
EVO-NANO is a hybrid platform where computer-driven creative evolution is integrated with premedical evaluation in
following stages: (i) a computer simulates autonomous creation and optimization of a set of functionalized NPs and
their collective behaviour for a given problem (breast/colon CSC) and under given constraints (bloodstream flow,
endothelial translocation, tumour penetration); (ii) suggested strategies are tested in silico; (iii) most-promising
strategies are synthesized and (iv) tested both in vitro using microfluidic lab-on-a chip techniques and in vivo using
mouse cancer xenografts in which biodistribution, efficacy and toxicity of evolved strategies will be further validated.
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Figure 1.1 Workflow of modeling tasks between EVO-NANO partners.
Evolutionary Design (WP1, T.1.1, T.1.2). Algorithms that autonomously produce novel DDS strategies are one of the
cores of EVO-NANO. To go beyond state of art we will develop an Agent-based algorithms for creative evolution
(ALICE), a new class of algorithms that will be a combination of agent based models (e.g. swarm intelligence) and
machine learning approaches (e.g. clustering algorithms and different ensemble methods). In ALICE, the environment
will be represented as customizable tumour scenarios, and agents (representing functionalized NP) will continuously
evolve by introducing alternative functional parts and/or micro-variations of their existing attributes. NP features that
initially will be simulated and optimized are: size, coating, ligand density, particle density, adhesion rate constant,
detachment rate constant, maximum velocity and particle diffusivity in the fluid. If needed, new features will be
included. To focus on most pressing issues that hinders efficacy of NP-based DDS (poor distribution, low tissue
transport, and non-specific dissemination in organs) tumour scenarios will be divided into four modules: vascular,
endothelial, tumour and CSC. In order to reach a tumour, agents will have to circulate in the blood (vascular module)
and interact with its components (endothelial module), accumulate at the tumour site and penetrate tumour tissue
(tumour module) and enter targeted CSCs (CSC module). One of the essential properties of the tumour module is
efficacious accumulation and penetration of NP into tumour tissue. Therefore, although nanoparticle strategies will
target CSC, one of the important parameters in the model development will be properties of heterogeneous
differentiated cancer cells and their surface composition. In that way the design of evolved NP strategies will address
properties of both CSC and other tumour cells. Boundary properties of the simulated environment will be defined in
accordance to cellular and animal models used. To avoid getting stuck in local optima during evolution, we will apply
ensemble machine learning, where individual decisions of a set of classifiers are combined by voting to improve the
performance. At runtime, the swarm of agents evolves into an efficacious form that can reach a tumour, recognize it,
and destroy CSCs. This will be done with no predefined policies for adaptation. Instead, the NP collective learns by
continuously monitoring and comparing the best mapping between an observed situation of the environment and the
most promising response in terms of parameter configuration (delivery time, nonspecific interactions, etc.) thus
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internally creating performance metrics at runtime. To account for deformations of the fitness landscape during
evolution (due to the ability of agents to change both their domain and mode of functioning) we will create dynamic
fitness functions that will be periodically recreated, to prevent being stuck in local optima.
Numerical optimizations and algorithm parallelization (WP1, T.1.2, T.1.3). ALICE will be integrated with the agentbased PhysiCell model and with the stochastic-based STEPS simulator, that represents the tumour environment and
whose parameters are based on realistic values from scientific literature, building off previously published work [10],
and parallelized to obtain an integrated evolvable Cancer Simulator - eCS. Source code of PhysiCell will be modified to
enable simulation of CSC and tumour vasculature. In the eCS, once agents invent the right collective strategy for a
given cancer scenario (ALICE part) they will serve as inputs to the NanoDoc simulator for rapid evaluation of NP
strategies and to modified PhysiCell to evaluate in more details NP impact on tumour. This is done by converting NP
designs to relevant reaction diffusion networks that can be simulated using a stochastic simulator. Parameters of the
NP designs can further be improved using optimisation heuristics (e.g. genetic algorithms, particle swarm optimisation,
gradient descent). To better account for the effects of noise and microenvironment, which can lead to qualitatively
different physiological predictions than those obtained by classical modelling, we will use state of art Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations, as recently developed stochastic microscopic/mesoscopic approaches based on
lattice-gas automata or Brownian dynamics [17].
As additional task we also started designing molecular dynamics simulations of NP systems. Since they are not initially
envisioned as a part of the original plan, they will be described under section ‘Deviations from the workplan’.
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Figure 1.2 Modelling of interaction between nanoparticles and multiple cells

2 DESCRIPTION OF WORK AND MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS
This section describes the work aiming different aspects of the initial implementation of eCS.

2.1 OPTIMIZATION OF SETS OF FUNCTIONALIZED NPS THROUGH SURROGATE-ASSISTED EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS
2.1.1 INTRODUCTION
Here the use of surrogate-assisted evolutionary algorithms to optimise the targeted delivery of a therapeutic
compound to cancerous tumour cells with the multicellular simulator, PhysiCell, is presented. The use of both
Gaussian process models and multi-layer perceptron neural network surrogate models were investigated [1]. We find
that evolutionary algorithms are able to effectively explore the parameter space of biophysical properties within the
agent-based simulations, minimising the resulting number of cancerous cells after a period of simulated treatment.
Both model-assisted algorithms are found to outperform a standard evolutionary algorithm, demonstrating their
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ability to perform a more effective search within the very small evaluation budget. This represents the first use of
efficient evolutionary algorithms within a high-throughput multicellular computing approach to pinpoint therapeutic
design optima that maximise tumour regression.
Many proposed cancer therapies attempt to target malignant cells by finding specific surfaces or molecules in order
that drugs can be conjugated to custom antibodies or encapsulated in custom nanoparticles. Previously, PhysiCell, an
agent-based 2-D anti-cancer biorobots simulation was introduced [2]. This began the design of cell-cell interaction
rules to create a multicellular cargo delivery system that actively delivers a cancer therapeutic beyond regular drug
transport limits to hypoxic cancer regions. These model rules were manually tuned to achieve this (as yet
unoptimised) design objective, requiring weeks of people-hours to configure, code, test, visualise, and evaluate [3].
Using the 3-D variation of PhysiCell [2] for cancer immunotherapy, a human-selected parameter sweep (with a set of
27 parameters; each set sampled 10 times) with each simulation requiring c. 2 days to complete was performed [3].
The results provided insights into therapeutic failure, thus demonstrating the potential of high-throughput computing
to investigate high dimensional cancer simulator parameter spaces. High-throughput model investigation and
hypothesis testing provides a new paradigm for solving complex problems, gaining new insights, and improving cancer
treatment strategies [3].
Surrogate model-based optimisation has long been used in applications requiring expensive parameter evaluations,
whether via simulated or physical testing [4-6]. In this article, we explore the use of surrogate-assisted evolutionary
algorithms (EAs) to sequentially optimise the targeted delivery of a therapeutic compound to cancerous tumour cells
with the multicellular simulator, PhysiCell. This represents the first use of efficient EAs within a high-throughput
multicellular computing approach to find therapeutic design optima that maximise tumour regression.
The use of surrogate models to reduce the number of costly EA fitness evaluations can be traced back to the origins of
the discipline. An overview of the process was presented in [7]: first the variables to optimise are chosen; some initial
parameters are then evaluated; a surrogate (regression) model is selected and used to build a model of the evaluated
parameters; followed by a search of the model to identify new parameter values to evaluate; and the newly evaluated
parameters added to the existing data. The process loops via continued iterations of model building, searching and
evaluation of selected parameters.

2.1.2 METHODOLOGY
Here we use the PhysiCell 2-D anticancer simulator. This performs a multicellular simulation of targeted drug delivery
by modelling three types of cells:
●
●

Oxygen consuming cancer cells that generate a chemoattractant c₁ forming an oxygen gradient which can be
used to guide worker cells.
Worker cells that may adhere to cargo cells. Each cell has a persistence time, migration speed, migration
direction, and migration bias. Worker cells perform a biased random migration towards cancer cells when
adhered to cargo, and a biased random migration towards cargo cells when unadhered. Migration biases
range [0,1] with 0 representing Brownian motion and 1 deterministic motion. The motility of unadhered
worker cells is disabled if c₁ falls below a threshold.
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●

Cargo cells that secrete a diffusible chemoattractant c₂ used to guide worker cells. Adhered cargo cells detach
from worker cells when oxygenation falls below the cargo release O₂ threshold and secrete a therapeutic
compound that induces apoptosis in nearby tumour cells .

Each simulation is initialised with a 200 micron radius tumour. After 7 simulated days of tumour growth, 500 cells are
“injected” near the tumour: 10% worker cells and 90% cargo cells. The simulation subsequently continues for 3
additional days of cancer therapy. A single simulation requires c. 5 minutes of wall-clock time on an Intel® Xeon® CPU
E5-2650 v4 @ 2.20GHz with 64GB RAM using half of the 48 cores. Here we search the N = 6 parameters specifying
worker agent characteristics and cargo properties with the goal of minimising the resulting number of cancer cells
after a period of simulated treatment. All other parameters remain at their original values as shown in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Default multicellular simulation parameters.
Parameter

Value

Maximum attachment distance

18 microns

Minimum attachment distance

14 microns

Worker apoptosis rate

0 minutes^-1

Worker migration speed

2 microns/minute

Worker O₂ relative uptake

0.1 minutes^-1

Cargo O₂ relative uptake

0.1 minutes^-1

Cargo apoptosis rate

4.065e-5 minutes^-1

Cargo relative adhesion

0

Cargo relative repulsion

5

Damage rate

0.03333 minutes^-1

Repair rate

0.004167 minutes^-1

Drug death rate

0.004167 minutes^-1

Maximum relative cell adhesion distance

1.25

Elastic coefficient

0.05 minutes^-1

Maximum elastic displacement

50 microns

Motility shutdown detection threshold

0.001

Attachment receptor threshold

0.1
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In particular, we explore the attached worker migration bias [0,1]; the unattached worker migration bias [0,1]; worker
relative adhesion [0,10]; worker relative repulsion [0,10]; worker motility persistence time (minutes) [0,10]; and the
cargo release o2 threshold (mmHg) [0,20]. We adopt the surrogate-assisted pre-selection approach (and parameter
values) previously used successfully to perform physical test-driven optimisation [8]. As benchmark, a steady-state
genetic algorithm (GA) with population size P = 20 is used; tournament size T = 3 for both selection and replacement;
uniform crossover is performed with X = 80% probability; and a per allele mutation rate μ = 1/N with a uniform
random step size s = [-5; 5]%. A static sampling approach is used wherein k simulation runs are performed for each
candidate solution before assigning the fitness as the mean number of remaining cells after 7 simulated days of
tumour growth plus 3 days of targeted drug delivery.
Algorithm 1: Surrogate-assisted GA with pre-selection and static sampling
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For the surrogate-assisted GA, all individuals in the initial population are evaluated and a regression model fit.
Subsequently, evolution proceeds by iteratively selecting 2 parents via tournament and then creating and evaluating
M = 1000 offspring with the model via an acquisition function. The most promising of these is then selected for
evaluation by the multicellular simulator and replaces an individual in the population selected via a negative
tournament. Finally, the evaluated archive set is updated and the model retrained. The full archive set is used for
training since there are no temporal effects on sampling, the time required to fit the model is insignificant in
comparison with the sample evaluation time, and only a few decision variables are optimised. Algorithm 1 provides an
outline of the surrogate-assisted GA with static sampling.
Since MLPs (multi-layer perceptron) are extrapolative and GPs (Gaussian processes) are interpolative, here we employ
both approaches to model building and observe their effects on the evolved biophysical parameters. Here, the GP
model [9] uses an RBF kernel function and the MLP uses H = 10 rectified linear units in the hidden layer. Both models
are trained using the limited-memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (L-BFGS) quasi-Newton optimisation
algorithm [10]. As the GP model provides a measure of confidence (i.e., standard deviation) for each prediction, the EI
is used as the acquisition (rating) function to select the next offspring; whereas the MLP does not provide a measure
of confidence and so the best predicted fitness is used in this case. Algorithm 2 shows the EI rating function used for
the GP model. For the MLP model, Rating() in Algorithm 1 returns the model predicted fitness. All experiments are
initialised with the same randomly generated population.
Algorithm 2: Expected improvement rating function

2.1.3 RESULTS
Since each simulation run is costly, we initially explored the case with k=1. However, after 400
evaluations/simulations, the performance of the fittest individual discovered by the GA was not significantly different
than the fittest individual in the initial population, p>0.05 using a Wilcoxon rank-sums test, showing that the GA is
severely misled by the significant variance in simulation runs with the same parameter set.
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Figure 2.1.1 shows the mean number of cells resulting from the fittest individual discovered for each algorithm with
k=10. After evaluating 200 candidates (2000 simulations), the best GP-assisted solution (mean = 852.10, SD = 40.43,
samples = 10, min = 773, median = 870, kurtosis = -0.89) and the best MLP-assisted solution (mean = 852.20, SD =
39.84, samples = 10, min = 791, median = 853, kurtosis = -0.74) are significantly less than the best GA solution without
surrogate assistance (mean = 889.30, SD = 32.75, samples = 10, min = 831, median = 898, kurtosis = -0.83), p<0.05
using a Wilcoxon rank-sums test. There is no significant difference between the surrogate models. All algorithms
found solutions with a significantly lower mean number of cells than the best individual in the initial population (mean
= 953.50, SD = 41.59, samples = 10, min = 887, median = 947, kurtosis = -1.10), p<0.05.
Figure 2.1.2 shows scatter plots of all evaluated individuals for each evolved parameter. As can be seen, both
surrogate-assisted EAs identified best solutions with a mean of 852 cells and these solutions have similar values for 4
of the parameters: c. 0.5 unattached worker migration bias; c. 6 worker relative adhesion; c. 10 worker motility
persistence time; and c. 11 cargo release O_2 threshold. However, the MLP-assisted model achieved this with an
attached worker migration bias of 0.89, whereas the GP-assisted solution was 0.29. Additionally, the worker relative
repulsion was 5.9, compared with 1.13 for the GP-assisted model.

Figure 2.1.1: Fittest individuals on the PhysiCell anti-cancer biorobots simulator. GA (blue triangle), GP-assisted GA
(red circle), and MLP-assisted GA (green square).
There appears to be a clear funnel with a minimum at c. 11 for the cargo release O_2 threshold, suggesting that this is
the global optima for the parameter. In [2], an initial cargo release O_2 threshold of 10 was used, finding that “once
enough cancer cells were killed, hypoxia was reduced so that worker cells clustered near the oxygen minimum, but no
longer released their cargo”. Increasing the threshold to 15 “reduced but did not eliminate this behaviour”. The results
of these simulations suggest that using a threshold of 11, results in the best performance. As noted in [2], “the cargo
release rules need to be carefully engineered. Such a system could potentially activate and deactivate to keep a
tumour cell population in control, and to reduce hypoxia [which is known to drive cancer cell adaptation to more
aggressive phenotypes [11-12]”.
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An example run of the fittest evolved individual with the GP-surrogate model is shown in Figure 2.1.3, showing that
the worker cells appear to disperse evenly and effectively deliver the cargo to the tumour.

2.1.4 MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS
Both surrogate-assisted algorithms were found to outperform the standard GA, thereby reducing the number of
expensive simulations required. No significant difference in the resulting number of cancerous cells was observed
between the models, showing the robustness of the overall pre-selection with static sampling approach employed. By
exploring both surrogate models that extrapolate and models that interpolate, we were able to identify different
parameter sets that achieved similar reductions in cancerous cells. Thus, we have demonstrated the use of efficient
EAs within a high-throughput computing approach to find therapeutic design optima that maximise tumour
regression.
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Figure 2.1.2: Scatter plot of all evaluated individuals on the PhysiCell anti-cancer biorobots simulator.
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Figure 2.1.3: Example run of the fittest evolved individual with the GP-surrogate model on the PhysiCell anti-cancer
biorobots simulator after 200 candidate evaluations (2000 simulations.) Shown are the worker cells (red), cargo cells
(blue), and tumour cells (green) after 7 days of tumour growth and each subsequent day of treatment. Attached
worker migration bias = 0.29; unattached worker migration bias = 0.55; worker relative adhesion = 6.24; worker
relative repulsion = 1.13; worker motility persistence time = 9.26; cargo release O_2 threshold = 10.94. Mean number
of cells after 10 simulated days = 852.
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2.2 OPTIMIZATION WITH HYBRID FITNESS FUNCTION AND NOVELTY MEASUREMENT
2.2.1 INTRODUCTION
In optimization theory and machine learning, the idea of searching for possible solutions by putting more effort on the
areas close to the optimum is well established. Nevertheless, these areas are determined based on an objective
function that most definitely is riddled with local optima. It is logical that when the problem and, thus, its objective is
complicated, the objective function will contain more local optima. A shortcoming of using solely an objective function
is that areas in the search space, that may be stepping stones towards finding the global optimum, are neglected.
Novelty search was proposed in [13], motivated by the fact that greedy search methods which depend on a specific
objective function, may suffer from deceptive evolution. Thus, the convergence to the optimum objective will in fact
be hindered by this deception. Moreover, novelty search was proposed to tackle the limited advance towards higher
complexity that was observed when utilizing objective-based search methods based on objective functions.
Novelty search overlooks completely the objective, while it strives toward finding something new every time. Namely,
the most novel behaviour that can be derived by utilizing each solution from the search space. The fact that multiple
individuals merge to a single point in the behaviour space makes the methodology computationally viable. Moreover,
as multiple solutions can merge to the same point in the behaviour space, it will be expected from novelty search to
continue the search towards more complex solutions. Thus, it is expected to find a good solution in the way up the
complexity ladder. This enables the mitigation of the concept of open-ended search (from simulated artificial life
worlds) to real problems.
This methodology managed to outperform objective driven search in several real world problems. In the first study it
was applied, an investigation on how to design, through neuroevolution, ANNs (artificial neural networks) that
navigate a robot through a maze was performed [13]. Because of local optima in the objective space, namely deadends located close to the final target, the novelty search performed better than a greedy search. In [14], novelty
search was implemented to a dynamic, reward-based single T-Maze problem. This kind of problem (and a couple of
variations, like double T-Maze domain and a bee domain task studied in [14]) is equipped with an essential deceptive
behaviour, that the novelty search managed to handle better than the well-established objective based evolution.

2.2.2 NOVELTY SEARCH ALGORITHM
The implementation of novelty search is possible by utilizing any evolutionary method, while changing the objective
based fitness function with a novelty measure. As a result, this methodology compels the discovery of novel
individuals. This new measure that will indicate how divergent each solution is compared with others in a behaviour
space, should be defined based on the problem given. Choosing what the behaviour space will represent is not a priori
obvious for every problem, as is the fitness function.
The novelty measure should represent how remotely located is the behaviour of every new individual, from the rest of
the so far known ones, in the behaviour space. Thus, every new individual is compared with an archive of members of
the previous generations in terms of their behaviour, and not their genotypes, to determine the new individual's
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novelty. This archive contains individuals that were considered novel during previous generations. A well-established
measure to indicate this is sparseness [13], which can be defined as the average distance of the point under study
with the k-nearest neighbors and given in the following equation.

∑

(1)

where ρ is the sparseness measure, k is the number of nearest neighbors considered, μi is the ith nearest neighbor, x
is the individual under study and dist is the function returning the distance of the two points in the behaviour space.
Consequently, the individuals that are located far away from clusters of others are assigned with higher sparseness
values and, thus, are considered more novel.
Similar to a conventional fitness function space of a real problem, behaviour space can not be perfectly mapped
beforehand its investigation by the evolutionary methodology. As a result, the novel individuals can be discovered
only through an exploration procedure, analogous to locating the areas close to optima of the conventional objective.
Moreover, novelty search has an inherent coevolutionary nature, given that the sparseness is calculated as a distance
from previously discovered novel individuals throughout the evolution process.
When a new individual has a comparably large sparseness/novelty measure value, meaning it is novel in the present
generation, it is added in the aforementioned archive of novel individuals. Therefore, having this archive as a guide of
where the search procedure have already sought for solutions, the methodology strives towards unexposed areas of
the behaviour space, most probably containing more complex solutions.

2.2.3 METHODOLOGY
The optimization of the parameter set that determines the efficiency of worker agents in the cancer treatment
simulator PhysiCell was investigated here. As population based methodologies were used, individuals were defined in
a 6-D space of possible combinations of the simulator parameters. These parameters along with their ranges are:
attached worker migration bias [0,1], unattached worker migration bias [0,1], worker relative adhesion [0,10], worker
motility persistence time (in mins) [0,10], worker relative repulsion [0,10] and the cargo release O_2 threshold (in
mmHg) [0,20]. As previously, all other parameters of the simulator were not modified and are illustrated in Table 2.1.
To accelerate the computations and alleviate the effect of the stochastic nature of the simulator on the results, a
single tumor was used for testing every possible individual in the search space. The aforementioned tumor was
produced after evolving in the simulator an initial 200 μm radius collection of cancer cells for 7 days. Then, for each
test this tumor was loaded to the simulator (after changes in the initial source code) and the treatment was applied
immediately. The test was finalized after 3 days from the introduction of the treatment, namely a total simulation
time of 10 days from initial 200 μm radius tumor. Nonetheless, to further minimize the effect of the stochastic
procedure, the average of the outputs after 5 runs of the simulator with the same set of parameters was examined.
The objective was determined as the remaining cancer cells in the simulated area after the 3 days of simulated
treatment.
As a reference point, the optimization of the worker agents of PhysiCell was attempted by a generic GA. The
population of the GA was of size P=20. The tournament method was used for parents' selection and replacement by
mutated offspring with size T=2. Each individual in the population was at least once checked under tournament
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method for both selection and replacement. Moreover, uniform crossover with probability X=80% was implemented
and mutation rate per allele of μ=20% with random step size of s=[-5,5]%. The population was evolved in generations,
namely all individuals from the previous population were tested with the offspring and replaced appropriately to form
the next generation.
For the proposed methodology, the same algorithm as described above was used, whereas the fitness function was
altered to incorporate the novelty measure. It is suggested that novelty search can be implemented in hybrid fitness
functions, using both novelty measure and the objective [15]. Using that as a motivation, we designated a hybrid
fitness function as in the following:
(2)
where rcc is the remaining number of cancer cells after the 3 days of the cancer treatment and sparseness the average
distance of the new individual's behaviour from the 5 nearest neighbors in the behaviour space (as defined in the
previous equation). Moreover, rccthr and sthr are parameters used to normalize the values of the remaining number of
cancer cells and sparseness, defined in the initial experiments as 1400 and 200, respectively.
The output of each solution in the behaviour space was defined as the center of gravity of the ensemble of worker
agents at their final position after 3 days of simulated treatment. This behaviour is easily calculated by the average of
the coordinates in the simulated space of all the worker agents. Consequently, as in works with novelty search and
navigation through mazes [13], the topology of the result was taken into account, which is ignoring the actual
objective.

2.2.4 RESULTS
For both the optimization approaches, namely GA and novelty search, the same initial population of size P=20 was
used for every experiment. Three instances of initial populations were studied with both approaches, and the results
of the first population were presented in Figs. 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, while the results of the second population were
presented in Figs. 2.2.3 and 2.2.4, and the results of the third population were presented in Figs. 2.2.5 and 2.2.6. In
the following figures the results after 10 generations are presented.
Figs. 2.2.1, 2.2.3 and 2.2.5 present the results of the GA. The upper graph presents the average fitness of the
individuals comprising the population, while the lower graph the fitness of the best individual found this far. The
monotone decreasing of both graphs is proof of the fact that the population converges to a local minimum during the
evolution.
Figs. 2.2.2, 2.2.4 and 2.2.6 present the results of the methodology using the hybrid fitness function, containing the
novelty measure. The upper graph illustrates the individual with the best fitness found this far, whereas the lower
graph shows the fitness of the best individual found in the current generation. Note that the fitness illustrated in the
figures is defined as the “remaining cancer cells”, in order to have a meaningful comparison between the two
different approaches. The novelty search method, still uses the hybrid fitness function as described in the
aforementioned (Eq. 2).
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It can be determined that only for the second initial population using an evolutionary procedure that contained the
novelty search method was able to find a better solution than the initial randomly produced solutions (Fig. 2.2.4). For
the other two instances (first and third initial populations, Figs. 2.2.2 and 2.2.6, respectively), no significantly better
solution was discovered throughout the evolutionary procedure. However, the positive result observed with the
second initial population does not manage to outperform the benchmark, namely a simplistic GA.
Finally, we would like to note that further alternatives to implement a successful optimization approach including
novelty search are under investigation. Moreover, the results of the “remaining cancer cells” for the first generation
(i.e. before any changes in the initial population occur) are slightly different when comparing the two different
evolutionary approaches. This happens because of the stochastic nature of the simulator and the re-evaluation of the
initial population under simple fitness function (remaining cancer cells) and then under hybrid fitness function (as in
Eq. 2).
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Figure 2.2.1: Results from first initial population with a generic GA.
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Figure 2.2.2: Results from first initial population with hybrid fitness function.
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Figure 2.2.3: Results from second initial population with a generic GA.
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Figure 2.2.4: Results from second initial population with hybrid fitness function.
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Figure 2.2.5: Results from third initial population with a generic GA.
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Figure 2.2.6: Results from third initial population with hybrid fitness function.
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2.3 TUMOUR MODEL

Tumour model is based on modified PhysiCell source code. Into the original code we introduced following sets of
changes:
Cancer cells (CC)
During cell division they can transform into cancer stem cells (CSC). In this version the probability of such an event is
fixed but we plan to test several additional scenarios: different fixed probabilities, probability as a function of oxygen
concentration (within range 0 - 8 or 0-15).
During cell life they can transform into cancer stem cells. Empirical data are scarce so we will test several probability
scenarios. Generally, hypoxic conditions should lead to increased de-differentiation.
To introduce those changes we created new subclass EvoNanoCell. It inherits Physicell::Cell class and add following
operations: cell cloning (clone), cell division (divide) and change of cell type. Each of these operations is regulated by a
set of parameters:
●
●
●

Clone takes as input particular cell that should be cloned and daughter cell definition pattern, if divide will
lead to change of cell type.
Divide expands native operation from Physicell::Cell class by ability to change cell type during division
Change_type operation takes as input definition parameters of cell type and as a consequence change type of
the cell (from CC to CSC or vice versa).

Creation of new object in EvoNanoCell subclass is now located within CellFactory.
Cell definition patters are located within corresponding building classes. Therefore, adding new cell definitions can
now be done by creating corresponding building class so the process of changing, adding or removing cell types is
streamlined.

Cancer stem cells (CSC)
CSC are added as a new cell type. In contrast to CC they:
●
●
●

cannot enter apoptotic state,
cannot enter necrotic state,
when in conditions of reduced oxygen concentration, they enter dormant state (arrest_function set to arrest
cell cycle if the local concentration of oxygen is below hypoxic (=8))

New subclass EvoNanoCellContainer is created. It inherits Physicell::Cell_Container class and adds the following
functionalities: tracking of the total number of cells, the number of necrotic cells, and number of CSC. Added is also
the ability to change cell type during division (e.g. ordinary cancer cell to cancer stem cell and vice versa),
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Cell division description
Division of CC can lead to two outputs: 2 daughter cancer cells or 1 cancer cell + 1 CSC. There are no reliable empirical
data that describe relative ratio of these two scenarios, so it is currently fixed to 99.5% (2 CC) and 0,5% (CSC + cancer
cell).
Division of CSC can lead either to
●
●

asymmetric division (1 cancer cell + 1 CSC), probability 99%
Symmetric division, probability 1%, that can lead to either
○ 2 CSC daughter cells (99%)
○ 2 ordinary cancer cells (1%)

Cell necrosis is defined as in original PhysiCell for cancer cells. For CSC two additional parameters are:
o2_necrosis_threshold = -10.0, o2_necrosis_max = -10.0.
Apoptosis is defined as in original PhysiCell for cancer cells. For CSC = 0.0.

Other changes
In order to customize outputs of PhysiCell simulations we created new class, so now outputs can also be in .csv
format. New output contains, for arbitrary defined time steps: number of cancer cells, CSC and necrotic cells, their
spatial position, cell cycle, current state of the cell cycle and volume of each cell.
Folder scripts contains start.sh i clean.sh scripts to compile and clean running project. They work under Linux and
MacOS.
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Figure 2.3.1: Example run of the modified PhysiCell, with included CSC. Snapshots are 2D projections of the 3D run.
Colors: green cells are CC, blue cells indicate CSC, while apoptotic cells are red. For the physiologically equivalent cell
division rate, parameter transition_rates = 0.00072. For the purpose of more rapid testing we speed up cell division by
setting transition_rates = 0.1. At this stage of testing, when no external treatment is applied to tumour, it does not
have an effect on tumour composition.
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2.4 VASCULAR MODEL
To model the release of nanoparticles from the vasculature into the tumour region, we will approximate the dosage in
using realistic literature values and use these to calculate an upper bound for the amount of vascular flow containing
nanoparticles. These parameter values can be verified using in vitro results based on microfluidics experiments
undertaken by VHIR.
While it is possible to include a higher fidelity model of the interaction between nanoparticles and vascular flow using
a combination of CFD and agent-based or brownian particles modelling, an upper bound allows for the minimum
requirements for nanoparticle design to be effective. We will assess the need for a more advanced model of vascular
transport if serious discrepancies arise between in vitro/vivo results and modelling output.
As a first stage we implemented simplified model of vascular flow directly into the PhysiCell by creating a new type of
agents. They are defined through new classes Point and Capillary with the following properties:
phenotype.motility.is_motile = false; // disable motility
phenotype.cycle.data.transition_rate( cycle_start_index , cycle_end_index ) = 0.0; //set
to 0 to stop transitioning into another cycle
phenotype.death.rates[apoptosis_index] = 0.0; // turning off apoptosis
phenotype.secretion.secretion_rates[0] = 10; //set o2 secretion rate
phenotype.secretion.uptake_rates[0] = 0; //set o2 uptake rate
phenotype.secretion.saturation_densities[0] = 70; //set o2 saturation density
vascular_cell->set_total_volume((4.0/3.0)*3.14*pow(cell_radius,3.0) ); // set volume of
the vasculature cell

In short, to generate new capillary network within PhysiCell following parameters can be set: start position, length,
straightness of the network (how often capillaries will change spatial direction), oxygen secretion rate.

2.5 NP - CELL INTERACTION
2.5.1 VALIDATION WITH PREVIOUS WORK
The interaction of NPs with multiple cells builds on previous work, [Hauert et al, NanoToday, 2013] where the
stochastic simulation compiler (SSC) was used to solve a series of reaction diffusion equations that describe the
interaction between the nanoparticles and cells within a chamber 20-cell widths deep. The assumption was that each
cellular compartment was well-mixed.
Since this work, the SSC has become outdated and unsupported with current software architecture. Instead, we use
the stochastic engine pathway system (STEPS) as the new open-source software to run the stochastic simulations.
STEPS has a benefit over SSC by allowing spatial phenomena (not restricted to assumption of well-mixed), support for
parallelisation, and up to date software support.
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We have validated the use of STEPS by recreating the results of SSC within a chamber of 20 well-mixed cellular
compartments, as shown in Fig 2.5.1a and 2.5.1b below. Both simulators highlight that nanoparticle penetration into
the tissue reaches its maximum with high dissociation constant (ratio of rate of unbinding to binding to a cell for
nanoparticles) and high diffusion coefficient (a function of the radius of the particle).

Figure 2.5.1a: Simulation outcome from SSC investigating penetration depth of nanoparticles into tumour,
reproduced from Hauert et al, NanoToday, 2013

Figure 2.5.1b: Simulation outcome from STEPS using the same parameter values as in Fig.2.5.1a. Simulator shows the
same trend towards nanoparticles with high dissociation constant and diffusion coefficient killing maximum cells.

2.5.2 SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF CELLS
We next consider how the spatial distribution of cells affects nanoparticle transport. STEPS incorporates spatiality
through the discretisation of the domain into tetrahedral regions (which approximate well-mixed subregions). In order
to investigate the influence of spatiality meshes, we have written a procedure that generates linear chamber of N cells
(as with the well-mixed version described above) as shown in Fig.2.5.2.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.5.2: Example meshes used with STEPS showing a cuboid region with (a) 3 cells, (b) 10 cells, and (c) 40 cells.
Nanoparticles enter into the cuboid domain at the bottom of the mesh, marked with a yellow dot.
In order to test the efficiency of using STEPS to solve stochastic simulations of nanoparticles, we have run the test
problem across a range of mesh sizes, cell numbers, diffusion coefficients and dissociation constants. We find that for
high diffusion coefficient, there is a significant slowdown in code execution time. This points to the benefit of
parallelisation where the spatial grid can be discretized and solved across multiple cores in parallel.
While a chamber of cells distributed linearly allows for initial testing of STEPS suitability for modelling interaction of
nanoparticles with cells, this is not a realistic assumption when considering treatment of cells within a tumour
environment in which the heterogeneous distribution of cells is a well known phenomenon. Hence, we show below an
example spatial mesh that captures cell heterogeneity within a spheroid, shown in Fig 2.5.3. The mesh contains 55
cells and more than 175,000 tetrahedrons. Current work is investigating running STEPS simulations on such meshes,
which will require parallelisation to compute high diffusion coefficients (and fully explore the nanoparticle parameter
space).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.5.3: The four stages of generating a mesh for use with STEPS. In (a) we prescribe the lines and points in gmsh
which then creates (b) a 2D mesh and (c) the full 3D mesh which can then be imported into STEPS.

2.5.3 INTEGRATION WITH TUMOUR MODEL
Given the ability to generate a mesh and use these meshes to simulate nanoparticle transport, we next integrate the
model of nanoparticle-cell interaction with output from the tumour model (described in 2.3). This allows for a more
realistic model of nanoparticle-based treatments where the point of injection is based around the vasculature. The
interaction of nanoparticles with cell lines (either CSC, non-CSC, or healthy cells) is simulated stochasticly. This allows
for more detail when modelling nanoparticle-cell interaction and the possibility of novel treatments such as
nanoparticle assembly or other forms of collective behaviour.
To achieve integration of the tumour model with STEPS, we have designed a procedure that can automatically
generate usable meshes from coordinated output generated by the model of a virtual tumour. In Fig. 2.5.4, we show
four example meshes generated at timepoints 840, 1200, 1440, and 1680, respectively, and where all cells are non-
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CSC. Example nanoparticle injection simulations are shown in Fig. 2.5.3, where light blue points represent bound
particles and dark blue represents internalised particles.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.5.4: Four example tumour model generated tumour scenarios for the tumour model timepoints of 840, 1200,
1440 and 1680, respectively and featuring 2, 10, 13, and 23 cells, respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5.5: Example nanoparticle-cell interactions where nanoparticles have been injected into scenario shown in
Fig.2.5.4d and where light blue points represent bound particles and dark blue represents internalised particles.
In Fig. 2.5.6, we show the same series of four consecutive timepoints generated by the tumour model but now
incorporating cancer stem cells, shown in yellow. The four frames represent the model timepoints of 1440, 2160,
2880, and 3600, which relates to 1, 4, 8, and 23 cancer stem cells and 1, 3, 6, 12, non-stem cancer cells for (a-d)
respectively. In Fig. 2.5.7 we demonstrate that the model is able to capture changing the point of injection for the
nanoparticles, where have moved the injection point from the left to the right of scenario shown in Fig. 2.5.6a.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.5.6: Four example meshes showing integration of STEPS with a model of tumour growth that includes cancer
stem cells. The four frames represent the model timepoints of 1440, 2160, 2880, and 3600, which relates to 1, 4, 8, and
23 cancer stem cells and 1, 3, 6, 12, non-stem cancer cells for (a-d) respectively.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.5.7: By integrating STEPS with the output from the tumour model described in Section 3, we are able to
pinpoint the influence of injection points into the tumour regions. Here we have chosen the injection point to be (a)
above the CSC, (b) above both cells, and (c) to the right of the non-CSC. The nanoparticles have been injected into
scenario shown in Fig.2.5.6a, where light blue points represent bound particles and dark blue represents internalised
particles.

2.5.4 PARALLELIZATION OF STEPS SIMULATIONS
To parallelize STEPS simulations, we aim to use the MPI protocol for CPU clusters as the development environment of
our parallel implementation. The MPI-based implementation also serves as the foundation of future implementations
with other parallel protocols and hardware, such as GPU clusters.
For the initialization phase, we provide the same biochemical model and geometry data used as inputs in the serial
SSA solver to the parallel solver, as well as the mesh partitioning information. In the parallelized simulation mode, a
standard Gillespie SSA system is created for all reactions in each hosted tetrahedron as well as a list of updated
dependencies, which is, a list of reactions and diffusions that require an update when a single reaction is chosen and
applied. We store this information locally as each reaction has only effect within its own tetrahedron. As a result of
this local storage the memory consumption will be reduced significantly. We also store, a set of hosted diffusion, i.e.,
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if a molecule stated is affected by a reaction outside its own tetrahedron, that information is also added to the species
list of dependencies.
This list facilitates each MPI process to update hosted reactions and diffusions independently after receiving molecule
change information from other processes, thus reducing the need for cross-process communication. As soon as a
simulation is initialized within a time interval, a remote change buffer for cross-process data communication is created
for each of the neighbouring tetrahedrons. Then the whole runtime will be divided into iterations of a constant time
window. At the beginning of each time window, the Reaction SSA operator for that period is executed for every
process. As a result of this step, the mean number of species that are going to be distributed in the next iteration is
calculated. Consequently, we update time and occupancy for each reactant and product species.
Most of the STEPS simulations can be performed independently without network communication. The only place that
the communication takes place is to transfer the remote change buffers between neighbouring processes. This will
result in, on one hand, strictly regional communication. On the other hand, to hide the data communication behind
computation, which helps to reduce the impact of network latency.

2.5.5 FUTURE WORK
Current work has shown that it is feasible to combine the tumour model, outlined in Section 2.3, with a stochastic
simulator. In doing so, we will be able to consider the behaviour and influencing factors for nanoparticle penetration
into the tumour in greater detail. The next immediate steps in integrating both simulations is in the parallelisation,
described above in 2.5.4. Alongside this, extensions to the current simulations will be considered. These will be
focussed on the following topics:
1) Benchmarking existing scenarios to highlight the influence of spatiality for nanoparticle transport in the
tumour microenvironment.
2) Integration of NP-Cell simulations with future development of the tumour vasculature and with molecular
dynamics simulations.
3) Development of novel strategies such as multiparticle assembly or other collective behaviours, to use as
benchmarks for those found using evolutionary algorithms.

3 DEVIATIONS FROM THE WORKPLAN
To gain a better understanding of the behaviour of nanoparticles in biological systems and influence of functionalized
nanoparticles on tumor it is also important to understand interactions between functionalized nanoparticles with
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drugs which will be attached to them. With that goal in mind, we started performing introductory molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations.
First step is to simulate bare gold nanoparticle in physiological solution (Fig. 3.1). Next, we are functionalizing gold
nanoparticles with thiolated ligands (Fig. 3.2). After parameterising the ligand and an interacting drug, we will
assemble the system to be simulated focusing on nanoparticle structure and nanoparticle-drug interactions. After
running these simulations, we will compare the results obtained in silico with experimental characterization
performed by PCS. If we get promising results, our plan is to eventually incorporate MD aspect into the computational
platform.

Figure: 3.1: Bare gold nanoparticle in physiological solution.

Figure 3.2: Gold nanoparticle (1.5nm diameter) functionalized with 100 molecules of thiolated ligands.
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4 PERFORMANCE OF THE PARTNERS
UNSPF developed models of (a) tumour growth and (b) model of the tumour vascularisation. UNSPF also started
molecular dynamics simulations. UNIVBRIS developed models of physico-chemical behaviour of the nanoparticles in
fluid and their interactions with cancer cells. UWE Bristol designed algorithms of evolutionary optimization of tumour
treatment. PCS contributed their knowledge of the physico-chemical characteristics of nanoparticles. AAU contributed
their experience in parallelisation of the computational models. IMDEA NANO and VHIR contributed their knowledge
of experimental laboratory characterisation of the tumour and helped to pinpoint key characteristics of tumour
development. All partners demonstrated a high level of performance, high degree of collaboration and achieved highimpact results.

5 CONCLUSIONS
We developed a tumour model based on the modified PhysiCell model. The PhysiCell model was modified by
introducing heterogeneity on cell division in addition to the introduction of cancer stem cells as a new type of cell. The
model was enriched with simulations of the vasculature of the tumour, used to estimate the delivery of nanoparticles
into the tumour region. Interaction of nanoparticles and cancer cells was simulated and analysed using the STEPS
model, which allowed for the consideration of spatial heterogeneity of cells. We have also developed the protocols
for optimisation of sets of functionalised nanoparticles through surrogate-assisted evolutionary algorithms. The
algorithms were proven to outperform the standard genetic algorithms. We demonstrated that the use of efficient
evolutionary algorithms within a high-throughput computing approach allows us to uncover therapeutic design
optima that maximise tumour regression. The algorithmic set was enriched with an optimisation based on a hybrid
fitness function and novelty measurements.
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